
While the zero gravity position helps to achieve relief from discomfort, most Perfect Chair® owners 
also extensively use their chair in positions other than zero gravity for activities like reading or 
watching television. Unlike zero gravity, sitting in these positions for extended periods of time 
places physical stress on the glutes and the sciatic nerve. 

With PC-LiVE™, we’ve created a Perfect Chair where body weight is evenly distributed over the 
entire seating surface, fully eliminating uncomfortable, unhealthy and painful pressure points. 
Now, enjoy the stress-relieving benefits of our renowned Perfect Chair at any seating position.  
The Perfect Chair for your entire day.

PC-LiVE reduces stress in the lumbar spine by 

allowing the pressure on the pelvis and surrounding 

musculature to be reduced. In the LiVE position, my 

patients say “I could sit here all day.” The seat cushion 

design allows each person to feel this is a custom fit 

chair for them. Nice job improving on perfection.

- Dr John Maltby

 

PERFECTION at any angle
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THERAPEUTIC BENEFIT, 
IN ANY POSITION.

Perfect Chair®

PC-LiVE™

MAKING OUR PERFECT CHAIR EVEN MORE PERFECT
PC-LIVE FEATURES:
• 3D EasePoint™ Technology: Proprietary and  
 patented fluid-cell cushion that is hermetically  
 sealed. This displaces against pressure in three  
 dimensions by distributing pressure across the  
 entire seating surface, eliminating harmful  
 pressure points.

• The healing properties of far-infrared Jade  
 Stone heat to soothe tired, aching muscles,  
 elevating the body to a new state of comfort  
 and relaxation.

• Luxurious high-density plush seating with  
 premium, responsive Memory Foam PLUS  
 to maximize ultimate comfort and provide  
 ideal support while it contours the entire body.

PLUS all the quality features you’ve come 
to expect from the Perfect Chair:

• Independent leg and back adjustability
• 5-way omni-motion controller
• Adjustable lumbar support
• Premium leather
• Hand-carved solid wood base

HIGH VISCOSITY SUSPENSION OIL
Low volume of oil does the serious work 
that distributes seat load evenly across 
glutes, eliminating pressure points and 
fatigue from ischial pressure.

MEMORY 
FOAM PLUS

HIGH DENSITY 
FOUNDATION FOAM

LOW VISCOSITY SUSPENSION OIL
High volume of oil flows in three 
dimensions to conform to the sitter’s 
contours producing a custom fit - an 
undeniable comfort experience.


